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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

-General Comments'

Our objectives in this project are (9 to prepare a handbook

of inexpensivelorl.easy tofmake metric meguring materials, and (2) to

reference the haridbook in such a way that it will be readily useful for

i teacher of any of the grade's K-12.f.
We have'made and/or used all of the metric measuring devices

shown in this handbook. Most of our students have been teachers and

they have either borrowed.our materials or made their own and used them

in a variety of classroom situations in schools or Adult educationsset-

tings-., Hence, suggestions for activities and hipts for teaching measure-

ment ar,ysed on a compilation of our experiences and th2 experiences

oi"these teacher colleagues.
A

liou will find that many of the devices are described in such a

way that your students can make them readily. We feel this has two

important benefits. The first is that there is value in a student makipg

her/his own measuring device. The secand, aside from the fact that you

are producing many measuring devices at low cost, is that a student will

,
take:his own measuring device home, thus furthering the'cause of metric.%

education.
N,

Hints on Teaching MeasUrepent

There are some important points to keep in mind and to emphasize, y

,-e--

1



when helping a child understand the concepts involved in the measurement

process. The first of these deals with appropriately identifying an

.,attribute of an object to measure and. then picking an appropriate unit

to measure that attribute. An object has many attributes which cruld be
,

.measured, some of which are'more readily measured than others. For
.

example, consider a block of wood, iYou could measure the length; width,

height, area of a particular surface; the voludie, the weight, the color
C5

the densiiy and so on. Thus, it should be made clear to.the child exact:.

ly which attribute js to be measured.

. e/
Another important ideT"to consider at the onset of the measure-

*

ment proiess ii the concept of conservatipn of the quantity of the attri-

bute during the actual 'process. Quite often in the measurement process,

the object to be measured ts moved o\ r changed in some manner. Usually,
I-

this action on the ot)jecX does not change the quantity of the,attritute .

being measured. However, ihe Swiss p'sychologist, Jean Piaget, who has

spent,many years observing how children learn, has found that a chilt

may not yet realize that the quantity of the attribute has not chan4ed.
4

For example, Piaget has an experiment where two sticks of the

same length ore placed side by side on a desk and the child is asked

"Are the sticks the same length or is one longer than the other?" Usual-
,

ly, the respon4se is that they are the same length. Then, .one.stick is

pushed "up higher" on the desk.and the child is asked the same question.

Children vary in their response.

The authors performed this experiment with many children up to

and including the sixth grade. Our results were Consistent with Piaget's

findings, namely, every child through the third'grade responded that

19
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the one ".up higher" was now longer! It is not until the end of the

third grade (8-9 years old) that the child reaii;es that the two sticks

,

are still the sale length, i.e., the child demonstrates 'conservation,

orlength",

Measurement readiness tacks, such as the one described above,

should be given to see if the child can conserve the quantity of the

attribute to be measured prior to a measUrement task. ,ExceMent sources

..!oi17 such tasks are in references 36 and 37 by Copeland.

You should note,- also,(that conservation of one att. ribute, such..

h 1 r
A length, does not imply conservation of another, such as area or

,..

, de
gki

volume.. ln fact; a child may conseiwe an attribute,-such as area, that

seems to.us torbe "more co4licated", before that same.child,conserves

a "le9s complicated" (tp, us). attribute, such ds length.
k %

The second step in the measurement prbcess is to pick an appro-
.,

priate unit to measure the desired attribute. The general feeling among

.
mathematics educators is 4at the units first used to measure should be

non-standard units\ For example, if you(are mearing the length,of.an

objeFt, you.might start by using thelength of your foot of%your hand-

pan as a unit. If You are measuring the weight of n object, you might

- use beans, washers or dails as units. If you are measuring,area or volume

you might use equilateral triangles or 'ping pong balls, respectively.

(The c ass activities on these last two topics leadwvery well intosdis-

cussions of tessellations in the plane or.in space in a secondary school

level mathematics classroo .)

the work done with the non-standard units will lead the student

to an appreciation of standard units and the need for a system of units

pi which conversions are easily done', such as the metric system. Upon

4/3
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compleflon qf the measurement:activity with a non-standard unit,:th

child now measures that attrlbute u'sirig*a basic unit from the metric

system.

A great deal of,emphasis in grades -6 should be placed

,

choosing an apOropriate unit and an appropriite device to measure

attrtbute. For example, if a chi.ld is to measdre the lerigth of a hall-'

way in your school, then the unit most likely will be the meter encf.the

device for measoring should be something like a trundle wheel or a 3-
,

meter. tape, rather than using the centimeter as a umit,and_a 30-centAleter
.

,

, As the child starts to gain some facijity in measuring, dis-
r.

cussionscmnow be centered on..the fact that a measurement As an approx-

imation of the cluantity4of the attribute, and not an exact determination.

By the end of elementAry 'school years, each child shoUld realize that

\ when onesays somethfhg,is 17 Fentimeters long, it is meant that ii ts

closer tb 17 centimeters than to 16 centimeters or 18 centimeters. Tpat

4s, if one says that X is 17 centimeters, one means,that 16.5 em < X <

17.5 cm.

Once the above concepts are understood, the student can be intro-
.

duced to the concept of precisioh. Nye the idea is taught that given

. two measurements pf the same object, one is more precise than the other

if it uses a smaller unit. For example, if you measure the length Of

this pieee of paper in decimeters; it is 3 dm long,. However, if you

measure the length in centimeters it is 8 cm long. The length given

A
in' centimekers is rt. re precise thanthe length Oen in ,I.decimete,

,

since,Centimeters is a sMaller unit. This is an excell'ent(example of.
v

the fact,tbat if Domethihg is 3 dm long, it need not be 30 ,scm long!



Other concepts related tb precision are thOse of'greatest

possible error, relative trror, and accuracy. These topics are general-
,.

ly not introduced until. seftth and eighth grade (12-14 years old). Th

concept of signifjcant digits.ls left until'eighth 6- ninth grade.

.Hints on UOng This Handbook

Alternattve methods orconstructing some of the devices listed
ak

are referenced by numbers enclosed in parentheses next to thew*
. .

"Construction% 1These refer to the Bibliography'at the end of the text.

ff ouare.sei alternative ctivfties, the numbers next

n entItled ivities" are some of the referenCes which.

have other,useful ac%ities.:

You will-notice the letters-"P "B", "C" and "D" under the

,

section on activiiles. This ista coding,syStem we are using to group

'the a°ctiVii'ies'by gde levels.

I

I.

A -- refers to Grades 1.-3'
j.

8,-- refers to Grades 4-6

%C.-- refers to fades

0 -- refers to Gradesx10-12

* An9ther notation we,,use in this textbis,the "( )" notation.

,

These occur gfter a subheading ror a meaSuring'device and contain the

approximate.cost of makihg the iteffi.yourelf versus the cost if purchased

',through a commercial Oroducer.of ,ucational.equipment.. The'cost listed

4 *

JOr a commercialloroduct impithe e highest nor the lowest, but an

average of prices lisitpd:in catalog es. Wis'difficult to tell you 'how

pue it will coSt to makei-a device, since quite often many of,the materi-

als needed are commonly 'found in a school or home woi9(shop.

,$$



The,devices listed were chosen becaust they will probably be

used freqUently in a classroom and because they Might be used to enrich

a class. Other devices are not included since the homemade devices

in terms of time and money cannot compete wtth the commercial products.

An example of this is i metric 11/2 meter tape. These can be purchased
. 0 4

commercially for about 50;t..

ft
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CHAPTER II

LENGTH

01

a.

We briefly discussed he conceptv,involved with measurement in

-a general why in the Introduction. With respect to conservation'of

linearimeasureMeni thisis usually achieved_at about age seven and One-

,

half: BasiCatly, this means-a child understands what can be "done to an

oliSect withOut changing its len0h. Copeland said:

Measurement in its operational form (with immediate insight rather
than by trial and error) is not achie'ved until eight or eight and
one-half years of age. -

This study indicates then that if systematic Measurement is to
be "taught" it should not be presented before the latter part of
what is usually the \third grade. Eten tbeni for most children it
will have to be an eXpertmehtal or trial-and-error.readiness-type
experience. The necessary concepts, as usual, develop from within
rather than witho/t,for operational understanding. You cannot tell
children how to/measure; they should be provided.with materials simi- -
'Jar to those just described and be allowed'to experiment and try-to
solve measurement -problems for themselves. The teacher should play
the role of questioner in moving toward the objective desired, in
this case, measurement. . The necessarY concepts will develop,(1) when
the chill is old enough (eight to eight and one-half, according to
Piaget),.and (2) when he is allowed to-operate.on (experiment with,
manipulate) objects used in measurement. Both conditions are nece5-
sary for the operational thought necessary.to perform measorement.1

Another veryimportant concept the.chifd must understand is the ,

concept of subdivtsion: since most objects to be measured must be sub-

,

divide into units the same length as the measuring unit. There is a

,

very close relationship between these ideas and.the conceptsinvolved

'in understanding number. Howe
erf

, itfis felt plat the understanding,of.
*

1
Copeland, How Children arn Mathematics, p.. 269. (37t)
1

I.

r

gib

e.
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number precedes th'e ability to meaSure.

The basic S1 unit for measuring linear distances is the Meter.

4 ,

e mast commonly; used prefixes in-real life applications are

d the tenti. --The gtheeprefixes,pare useful from a pedagogical stahd
.

nt because they 141p a chil.dI understand the strutture.of *the matric

system.

,
Meter Stick, 30 cm Ruler. and 10Q mm Ruler

110t, 5, 5t vs. $1.25, 20t, 15t, respectively)

Materials

1. Copy af FAgure 1 nr

2. Oak tag saiips or thih sticks 2 cm wide and 150 cm long,

-e

altogether

Glue or tape'

Scissors .

Construction (16, 21, 22, 2.10,4,
.

I'

,

figure 1 is a meter stick which can be used to make a thermofax

copy on a ditto or a'stencil copy on a gestetner so that each child in

your class could have a meter stick. These could be cut out and pasted

lonto,oak tag or a sma11,2 cm wide stick for stability.

Note that the "0" and "100" cm markings-are no.i. at the end .of.

the strips. This was done on purpose to allow'for general wear and tear
. .

/

it ihee'ends.of ihe. meter stick. At the end of tile first four strips in .

9gure 1, you will s e a ta,,b, which is used to glue the first part of the

next strip onto it. Thus, when the second strlp is glued onto the tab

of the first stripuyou should be able.to read the nu eral "20". Figure

2 consists.of a 30 cm ruler and a 100 mm ruler,which )n.be copied and

142
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.and put 'on oaktag a4,was the meter stick

Activities (2, 4 8, 11, 12, 13, 18, 2'2, 26, 40, 41) 1

A. 1. Have students make a liSt pf objects b,j, classilying them

into 3 groups:

(a) things long han atmeter

(b) things abput one meter in length

(c) things 'shorter than a meter.

Theji can do this by comparing their meter sticks to the object.

2. Anottler'interesting activity would be for each child to

measure varioUs parts of his body, such as his arm length, waist, hand

sban, head, neck and so on, and put these sizes down op a picture he

draws of himself. ,

.. 3. Another fun activity is to have a scavenger hunt.' 'That

is, have the students break Lip Llior 5 groups'and find objects which

are various lengths. The firsgrojAp to do this wOns.

B. 1. Activities-1, 2 and 3 frOm Part A.could be done or vari-

attons of them. Ong very important variation.of this is,Ito have them

estimate the objects before measuring theth.

Another important variation is to see iryour class's

measurements fit some of the following'Ratterns:

(a) armspan fingertip1to fingertip = height

*(b) heighlt -I- distance from floor to your naval = 1.618

*(c) top of your head to elbow + top of head to armpit =

%

14618)

(d) distance around 2nd knuckle of thumb = t5 distance

arciund-wrist = h distance around neck = 1/2 distanci

around waist

4 4 '

6



;

Ear'

'
1

6

111,

P,

,(e) (length of foot) x 61/4 mi,height ..1.

*(The value 1.6s, 18 fs the,approximate valuelf the Golden
5

4,

Ratio.)
,

,
.

.- .

2. Many activities could be'derived which rei4ire the chi'ld
,

to find the perimeter of things as a room, the school yard, a desk or

a book.

3. Another enlightening-activity is,to have the,.children
; ,

measure'the same object to the nearest meter,_centimeter, and decimetter.

)(Thus, the students can gain some intuitive ideas about precisjon and

accuracy.)

C & D. 1: Activities from Parts A and B woulld be applicable.

Activity B3 can be expanded to include formal definitions oepreCision,

.:v

greatest possible error, relative error and accuracy.

2. Activities involving.Scale diagrams should Wdone. For
" i

example, the child could construct a diagram of the school Art drawn to 4

scale, or a diagram of a."Dream House".or 'Dream Room" (that is, the

hoUse he/she would wont to live in oe the ideal room he/she. would like

to have.) Activities having the'students making maps showing,how to go

from the school to home or_some other place near the school.are appro-

priate at this.age level.

Trundle Wheel ($2.50 vs. $9.00) .

Materi4ls

1. Piece of pine 1 meter long, 6 cm wide'and 1-11/2 cm thick

2. Square,piece of plywood (hardboard, old paneling, etc.) 1.

-

12

32 cm or more on a'side

3. Piece of spring steel (an old hack saw blade works Very well)

8 cm bolt,.nut and 6-10 washers.

17



t i5. 1 brad or nail

'Construction (19., 21, 22)

Take the Owe piece of plywood 32 cfn on a side and construct.4

and cut Out a circle of radius g 15.9 cm. (Youcan construct'a
3

circle using a string attached to a nail.at the center ofthe circle

You, are constructing.) Use a jigsaw to cut out the wheel you have made.

The circumference of this' whe41 is approximately I meter. Using the

-diagram in Figure 3, construct the handle'as indicated. Drill holes in

the center of the Wheel and at points 4 cm from the bottom of the handle

to attach the wheel. (

- A'piece of spring steel (a.hacksaw blade works well) should be

'attached to the handle As in the diagram and a nail or brad on the wheel.

Thus every time you walk a meter, you should hear the pring steel snap.

- Since the cut in the handle'where the wheel is to be attached ts

2 cm wide and the wheel is only 1 cm wide, washers should be placed be-
,

pieen th@°wheq) and the sides on the handle. This will keep the wheel

,from wobbliog.

Actrviges (8; 12, 13, 18, 22, 40, 4.1)
, .

,

...., .

.A 1. 'Any activities, where relatively long distances are to be_t

\it

measured pnd are accessible by walking, can and probably shouldlise,an

:1AstruMght,/Jke.the trundle wheel. For example,'children-could measure

thelengths of,rooms, hallways', driveways, playgrounds and so on by

rolling the'trundle wheel along.
4

B: J, Atti.vities involving any of.the ideas in Part A.ard

appliabIe.

2. An activity Which the children in the upper elementary

gra4s love' is a treasure hunt. The treasure'hunt could emphasize

I.





age

various concepts such as conversions Within the metrIc'system.itself,

15

1

other SI units such'as li(ters, grams and degrees Celsius, or simplifica-

tion of arithmetic'explssions.

3. You can use the trulidle wheel to help you find perimeters,

aim or volumes.of rooms, buildings or pieces of land.

,

C & D. l. -Activities in/arts A and B apply. An extension of B3

could be done at this leyel by having elt -children draw scale diagrams

.

of the '11)011S, buildings or pieces of land that they measure.

, .

Clinometer.(50t vs. $8.00)

"A clinometer is an instrument,for measuring the heights of

objects which are noll'readily.accessible.. The one in Figure 4 is based .

upori ticohcepts involved in similar triangles. In the dcagrim,

A ABC A'B'C'.

. Kt' 'BC

A-reT .(
p)

.

(Nikru) (AC) = BC

That is, in order to find the height from your eye level to the object

you want, do the followpIg:

(a) Sight the object t point B through the straw,on yOur

. clinomeeer

(b) Read off on the'graph paper where the nylon filament

or string hangs (i.e. the length of PC.).

(c) Measure the distance from where you are standing to

the projection of,the object B to the ground ji.e., the

Ligthtyf

(d) Multiply the distance in/c above by the ratio of the

reading in (b) above to20, since A'C' =. 20 cm.

A



I.

, Materials

.

(e) Therefore, in orden to find the height of the object.,

add the feighKof your eye level to ti)e answer you got

in part (d) above.
e

sp

1. Square p4te of plYwood (paneling or hardboard) 25 cm one

si0e.

2. Square piece of cM graph met m on a.side
6

3. 30735 cm piece ofnylon filament or.string

4. Ordinary drinking straw

kasher or nut and" nail

6: Glue ortepe

;

'16

Construction (19,20, 40)
,

- . . Nf
.

.

i Glue or, tape the piete of Cm graph paper close to the left

Of the square piece of plywood. Attach.the nylonJilament to the upper ( )

.

.

k
p,

.right 'hand corner of the graph paper by a flail or by making a hole and

tyfng a knot onAhe opposite side. Tie the washer to the end qf the

nylon filament so it hangs'freely as in Figure 4. Tape or Iglue the

straw to the top of.the:graph paper and close to the left.edge.

\, 'Activities (13,.19, 20, 40) ,

,

A4 1. Theclinometer gives you an excellent,opportunity tp

have some fun outside measuring the heights Of buildings, trees,, flag

. j

poles and-the like. .

2. Some indoor activities could be to fins' the h'eight of, .

.
, .

" . the room, the gymnasium, the basket, a dlock or other such thfngs.
. .

. ,. ,

Armsiihn and Height Charts (5W vs. $2.50) .

,

Material,s

1. 2 iiikes of oak-tag at ,least 1 meter long and 2 dm wide to',

lbe marked,as in Figure 5

. 21
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aleno.

Construction (12, 18)

ft

.

.Driw a line down the middle of the chart. Then malic centimeter

.markings and 4abel them every 5 cm or 10 cM. The.armspan chart should

1

be placed from the corner of a roomfio that ttie 100 cm marking is 1 meter

from the corner. The height chart s'hould be put so that the 100 cm mark

is 1 meter from the factor.

Actiyities (8, 12, 6, 18, 40}

A & B. p. Have a chfld measure his arm span and his height with the

ctiarts. Then have them compare the two (they should be about the same.

That's right, you are a square!)

C & D. 1. A nite extension of thNbove activity is to record the

iTsults and have a table to indicate the difference between a person's

armspan arid his height: Some results will probably be positth and some

negative. After addluall the positiT.numbers in the table and all

the negative numbers in the table, add the positive 'and:negative sums.

Is it close to zero?

2. The above activity can lead to other interesting facts

about,the proportions of various parts of the bodg.. Have each studen4

10

mea9ure the following parts of their bodies: (a) foot,.(b) handspan

(distance from outstretched little finger to outstretched thumb), and

(c) from the top of his head to the bottom of his jaw. Now fo-rm a ratio

by comparing the height of a personf, h, to a, b, and c mentioned above
a.

h h
ResultS: 6.5, E -41 7.5 and 71.5. %Make a table indfcat the

. a

results for the class. Find the averages of the alive for"the c ss:

Leonardo Da Vinci was one of the first painters who applied know dgt

aboUt Such ratios:in his works'. In fact, he made'a statement to the

effect that anyone who is not a mathematician, shOuld not.sAdy h

tie

.,. .

`I

23
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Plane Table ($1..50vs. $10 or up)

The plane table is a dev.ice 'which can be used to fihd inaccess-

ible distances using some -imple rigollometry or It c n be LAed to make .

ja map of a relativelsmall area.such :as a playgroun d . (Theoard should
.

, 7 ,
. / \

be on a l'evel surface when used.)
. ,

Materials
T

4.

1. Square piece of plywood 40 cm on a side and 1 cm thick

2. Circular graph paper

3. Ordinary drinking straw

j.
4. Nut, bolt and 2.washers

5: 2 small nails Dr brads used for sighting the,object

6. Siece of wood 2 cm wide and 30 cm long used as,a.pointerri
''''! . 7. Glue or apc!

ConstructiOl; (l 9)

/ ta
4Drill a hole in/the center of the 40 cm-square piece of plywood

and in the pive of wood to be used as a pointer. Place a piece Qf cir-

c4far graph paper (Figure 6A) on the plywood sthat it is concentric

w44--thellywood. (You may want to laminate the circular graph taper

so t t you could-mark on it and wash it off late.) At6ch the pointer

to he board and on top of the graph paper. Attach the straw to the

'

pointer by glue or tape. Put 1 brad near the end of the pointer and

. in the straw. As you peer through the strIlaw, these brads should line up.

I Activities (19)
4

A & 11. We do not recommend the useAf this device at the'se levelsA

since iisie ideas involved are probably beyond the understanding of most

(- C. 1. Have the students draw a simp1e map indicating the

vammkifelfki#

19
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do

relationship of 3 objects such as a tree 4 building and a telephone

pole. Have them stand'at One, of the objgcts and sight the other 2 by

using ithe board and indicating t e angle and distances involved.

2. After they have gained some ability to draw simple maps

ta lescale, have them dramore complex areas such as the school 'yard cop..

4

.a neighborhood block.

111

D. 1. Same as the actiOties.listheln Part C.

2. 'Use the pqne table as:You would a 4sexpnt in.order to.
,

,r

hap you.find meesurements for inaccessible distances. Here the stu-,

.dents can employ the sine law or the cosine law..

zi

Caliper ($2.00 Vs. $12,0Q) (Figure 7, page 20)
, .

The caliper shown in.Figure 7 can be -used to find the diamelt7r

of sphere, such as a.basebal,l, basketball, or globe or to find the

outside diameter of a cylinder, tich at a tin can or a pipe.
2

Materials

1.

2.

'100P

3.

?/.

A.

.5.

6.

;

7.

1 piece of wood 20 cm long, 2 cm.wide and 2 cm th'ick

1 piece Of wood 16 cm long, 2 cm wide and..2 Cm thtck

1 piece of wood 28 cm long, 2 cm wide and 2 cfi thick

1 piece of wood 26 cm.long, 2. cm wide and 2 cm thick'

2 Pieces of wood 2 cm on all side's°

6 screws 1-11/2 cm long .

4 nails 3-31/2 cm long 4:

s.

p. 2 rigid metal strips 4 cm long and 1 cm wide

9. 1 flexible metal strip 12 cm long

Construction. (19) (See Figure,6)

Attach the 28 cm piece Of wood to the 20 cm piece°by nails or

screws and 2 cm up from one end of the 20 cm piece forming

27
/-
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4

like this. . Now attach the 16 cm piece to the 26 cm

.

.4piece at the end so it looks like this . Nov./put tfie
1

second one on,top of the first one andiliedi it to one.of the cubes 2 cm

on 'a side by use 'of the 2 rigid metgi strips. Attach the other Cube

2 Cm on.a gide to the bottom of the first piede-at the right hand end of'

It: Now use the flexible Meta.] strip to help hitch pa'rts 1 and"2,above

together., Mark off on the 28 cm piece dentimeter (or millimeter) marks

. from°where it is. attached to the 20 cm piece.
a

Activities (la, 22, 40, 41), , \

A. For the Most part, we do not ecommend this device for child-

ren at this.age level... 4'
.

11. 1.. Use the caliper to find the diameter of a tennis ball,

vollq ball, or any other sphere'or,c4frcle)rhich could.be placed within

,the caliper.

C.' 1. Same as Activity 1 in Section B.

2. ..An excellent activity is to'have the students findAhe

.
diameters and circumferences of many spherical.or circular.objects and

form the ratio of the circumfertnce to the diamVer. Thus, the students

should see that this ratio is a tbristant cal)ed n.

3

\

23
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CHAPTER III

, AREA

^

fi

Conservationofarea nd11btth develOp at about the same time.

Yet, area concepts pre usually not taught at the same time as linear.

concepts. Area shOuldte introduced as a "co'Vering" process. That ts,

.how mpny of these will it take to completely-cover that. The method of
6

Jinding the area of a given 'figure by use of formulas should not be

introduced until the child reaches the 'formal operations stage at around

age 1 or 12.

Centimeter'Graph Paper

F (30t for 100 sheets vs. $3.00)

Materials

1. Access to a:1-ermofax "Secretary tCo ier/Transparency Maker

,and a thermal spirit master

2. Ftgure 8

Paper
4

Construction (9, 11, 12, 14) 1

. Using a machine similar to a Thermofax,"Secrefary" Copier/Trans-
,

parency Maker (or draw by hand on a regular ditto master) make a ditto

of Figure 8. eA stencil could be made on a Gestetner, but it would

probably cost 'more.)

Activities (9., 11, 12, 110 22, 40)

A. 1. cut ()tit smile rectangular regions of variOus sizes and 30

29
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J

squares.1 6 oi a side. Have the sudents see how Many squares it-ta(ces

,itia completely cover; a rectangle so that no square overlaps.another.,

Mike the'processieasy by having the rectangle's sides be integral units,

.such as 3 cm by 4 cm.
(

R. 1. The same as the activity 4n Part A. An extension Of this

4

Would be to have the students pface the rectangul.ar regions on a piece'

4 ,

of cm gtaph paper and find owl how many. squares 1 cm on a side it covers.

This activity can be made.more complex by using non-integral units for,

the measure of the sides or by using figures other than rectangles.

'4

C. 1. The same .actiVity as 'in. Pait213(''

2. Once students Understand the method 8f finding the area

of an object by a covering process and have grasped the fundamental

ideas of probabiltty theory, then they are ready to find areas of irreg-

ularlY 40oed objctS such as a leaf, an outline of a.hand or a shadow.

'This can be done by having them trace the leaf, iland or whatever onto ,

yile cm-graph paper. Then have them count all the squares wtlich are .COM-

4

pletelfericlosed within the tracing. Next, have them count up all the
4

.squares which.are.only partially enclosed. Now use the principle that

if a line is drawn such that it goes through the interior o a large

'number of squares, then approximately half the)area enciose1 by those,

squares lies on pne Side of the line and half on the other ide. Thus,.

'-add one half the total number' of squares which are partiall contained

within the tracing to the total number which are.enclosed w thin the

tracing.

4

4
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The Square Centimeter and Square pecimeter

Materials

1. Figure 9

2. Paget.

A

Construction

.
You cOufd make copies''from Figure 9 or have the students con,

struct squares one decimeter^ on a side oR a piece of papero

144

Activtttesd(8, 1), 12, 13, 40)

A,,B & C. 1. The activities isted under the sell-Jon' entilled

"Centimeter Graph Paper" would apply.- The objects you find the area of

should be larger if you are firidtng the area in dm2.

S

2., An excellent exercise to.stress area conversions from

one unit to another is to have tfie student find the prea of an object

in dm2 and then in tm2. If the Am2 in FigUre 9 is used, it is easy f

them to understand that 1 dm2 = 100 cm2. The next step would be for

fthem to find the area of something in m2 and then do it in dm2 and

finally cm

Metric Geoboard (40t vs. $2.00)

Materials

1.- Piece of plywood 20 cm x 20 cm x 1.5 cfn

2. J00 nails

Construction .(19)

Cut out a square piece of plYwerod 1.5 cm thick and 20 cm on a

stde. Now set up a grid on the.geoboard so that the nail in the upper

left.hawd corner 10 cmrin from each edge. Then put nails 1 cm from

32
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. Figure 9

1 cm
2

i (A square 1 centimeter on a side)

Q.

r.,

Aq\

lA square 1 decimeter on a.side)
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.
the edge and 2 cm fjom one another as-in Figure. 10.. .You will end up

with 100 nails, in the'board with eath nail in a raw 2 cm from one another.

(Since' there are 100 nails altogether and 10 in any one row or column,

the board can a'lso be used to teach place value with a base of 10.) The

fact that the nails are 1 cm from an edge allows a child to put 2 or

more boardt side by side rd still have*2 cm between nails.

Actiitities (11, 12, 19, 40)

'A & B. 1. Have the students make iiffernt rectangles on the board

and record their.data by hav.ing them,1 t the length, width,-and he

number of squares enclosed. The students sbould be.warned.-thati if there

4. are 3 nails on a side, the side is only 2 "units" long. ,Thils, Wa.rect-

angle is formed with 5 nails along one side arld 3 along another, the

length and width'are 4 and 2, respectivelY. There are 8 squares 2 cm

on a side contained in the rectangle.

2. Thersame activity can be done with right tr/angles, non-

rectangular,parallelograms, and so on.

B & C. 1. Children at this age level should be able to extend the

activities in Parts A & B to derive the formulasfor Tindin6,0e areas

of many common plane figures by analyzing the data they obtain. Formu-

las for squares, rectangles in general, tight triangles: triangies.in

9enei-al, parallelograms and trapezoids are a fe that they should be

able to derive with proper guiOnce.
%

.

2; Have(the Students make any kind of closed figure and have

5

them compute the arlea by counting squares or halves of rectangles. Have

them do 1t forjooth convex and conctve figures.

3. Another very iriteresting activity is to have the students

construct rectangles'with a constant perimeter and then find their area.

. 3 4

29
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What kinds of rectangles eem to have the largest area,for a given .

perimeter?

C & D. 1. Have students construct anylkind of siMple polygoil and

record the number of nails on the boundary B, number of nails in the

interior I, and the area A of the figure. A man IV the name of Pick

discoVered a linear relationship betwiqn these three. Namell

B
7+ I - 1 = A.See if your students can discover this relationship

from their data.

.

-

41.

36.
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OMER IV

Piaget has investigated a child's understanding of volome by

4

relating it to conservation. He investigates a child's ability to con-.

\7

serve "quantity" and "volume", both of which relate to volume.

ConserVation of quantity refers to the child's'ability to.real-

ize that the amount of a liquid or solid doesn't niFessarily change just

because its shape does. For example, theamount of water in,a glass

A
doesn't change just because it is'poured inio another glass that is

narrower but taller. Children which are still in.the preoperational

stage will alrow their perceptionottO overwhelm.them4They will probably

say there is more in the taller glass because it is up higher. this

tome.phenomenon can be observed by taking 2 balls of Clay with the same

volume and shape. If you flatten or lengtheri one of the balls'of clay,

the preoperational child no longer thinks they are the same.

The conservation f volume tasks relate to building houses out

of blocks. Children a ked to blind different shaped houses with a

certain nuMber of blOas. They should realiie that the volume of All

the houses (interior volume) is constant since they used the same number

of blocks Tor each. They should also'realize that if the houses were

liamersed in water, then they would displace.the same amount of watir.

Piaget feels-that most children can conserve quantlity before they'

can conserve volume, It is felt that children will begin to conserve.

quantity and-interior volume around age 8, but it is not until around 11 .

37



0

or 12 that displaced volume is conserved. Thus, volume by formulas is

a timic more appropriate 'for Junior high school students than for elemen-:

try school students. However, It is felt that elementary school. stu-

dents be given many readines6 experiences,emphasizing volume as a "fill-

ing up" process:

.

Liter and Milliliter Containers
(30t for 100 vs. $3.00)

,

4
Materials

1. Accei tore Thermofax'"SecretAry" Copier/TranSparency Maker,

an4 a hermal spirit master

2. Figure 11, 12

3. Paper

Construction

Using a machine similar to a Thermofax "Secretary" Copier/T

parency Maker e(or draw by hand on a regular ditto master), make a dit

of Figures 11 and 12. (A stencil could be made on a Gestetner, but it

AO,

would probebly, be more expensfve.) ,If these are,made out of paper, they

will be valuableKas visual aids, but they will be worthless as far as .

using 6em as containers.- .

t I_
, \

, If you want\every youngster..to have durable.containers of their

own, have theM bring translucent plastic containers (not glass) like

the ones used for marshma low or sherberirWd ice,cream: These can be
. ., . , ...

calibrated by Piping the stUdents compare them a commercial metric
,

----7-
measuring cup. The marks canIemade on'the cOntainer itseli or 'on

. \
,

masking tape stuck to the side of the iontainer. These containers can

/
be'Used for both liquids and dry. quantrarsatidor-floun._.._____

,

, (Note: Children who understand this will\be\able to cons ve quantity.),

1

_

4.
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1

/

S.

kThe pattern usal in Figure 12 can be used: o onstruct a cubic

1
'3

decimeter or liter. 'It is restrongly suggested that 125 c,* 1 dm and

-; ql

1 models be available.
CIO

Acttitils (1 8, 9,12, 13, 113,:1, 26)

A. 1. Ourablal19rked containers of various sizes should-be

used to tee how tanyint or crj it takes to fill'an0unmarked container.

e

Sand, beans, macaroni and water can be used to comparecontainers.

2." Have them bring in various containers such as 'coffee

-cans, oatmeal boxes and shoe boxes.. Put out 3.or 4 of these and ask

students to order thev from smallest to largest and explain' how they

-41

-*

did It..
. 4

m6

3. CMce the child has learned tb conserve quantity, then he

should.be enCouraged to make and take home a container he has calibrated

in Wor cm
3

. 'A

The saMe.as the, activities in Part A.

2. Students using blocks constructed from Figutes 11 and 12

and others using similar patterns, such es a Im13, should he given prob-
.

lems such as: how many 125 cm3 blocks does it take to fill a dm3. Thus,

the ttudents will be given experiences in the "filling up" process using

0

blocks.

3. Have them/bring in containers and estimate the volume

before they find it by Oe uti" process.

1.

S.

C. 1. The.activities in Part B
. .4

2. Once tte students truly understandthe "filling up" idea,
,44*

they can be guided to discover the formula for the volume Of a rec,arigu

lar.prism by having then list the number of blocks in the lengthl,

width w, height h and.volume,v,.

..14.04/0

4

41
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,

A,

0 3. ForMulas for the volume of cylinders, pyraMidvand so On

can also beiderived,if you have'constructed the necessary figures from

durable containers. For example, if you have a pyramid with the same

'base and height as a prism, you can pour sand from.one tIfhe other and,

they can discover that it takes 3 pyrarnidl to fill the pr4\

J

Cubic Meter
($6.00 vs. 415.00)

Materials

1. 12 m,x 2,,cm of corner stripping 2 cmf

2. 8 cubes 3 cm on a side

0

3. Package of 2 cm screws or brads

Construction (21) (See Figare 13)^
A

lut the corner stripping into meter lengths and attach them to

the 3 cm cubes. Use screws, iflou want to be able to disassemble and

reasseale it easily. Adjustments,en the meter strips must be made so

that each sidwis exactly l'M. If you were to'use 2 cm wide, strips

rather than corner strips, you could cut 'the codstruCtion price in'half.

Yqu could also use dowels and drill, holes in the blocks, which would

, also le considerably cheaper than $6.00, HoweVer, cubes constructed the

latter two ways are mot as aesthetically,pleasing as the ftrst one men-

Aioned.

'Activities ,(1, 15 18, 22:26)

A. None

A

1

8, p & D. 1. The Main purpose, of having' a cubic meter is for

demonstration purposes. 'It serves as an excellent Model of 1 ogo 000,

since 1 000 000 cm3 . 1 110, It could also serve to illustrate

4 2,

f,A

owe
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I

1 000 000 000, since 1 ON 000 000 mm3 = i M3, Thus, it would acOally

take more than 000 000 000 g;ains of sand or salt to fill a c.ubic

meter.

2: It also is an excellent model of a kiloliter.

A

3. Since a liter of water "weighs" a kflogram, then a kilali er

of watermweighs" a Megagram or 'a metric fon.

Students.ican begln to appreciate the metric'system, since we

can relate a unit of_length tcla unit of volume to a unit of,weight.

3
That is, 1.dm s= 1 liter which weighs 1 kg if it is water. In the

English syStem.there is no correla,iion between an inch, a quirt and a

pound.. o

.0...r *M.., .1-

I.

4

4.

A

, -r



CHAPTER V

4 MASS

Mass and weight are two terms that are often confused. Mess

refers.to'a measure of the amount of a substance and is constant regard-

less where the object is. Wetght, on the other hand is a force, and

varies according to its location. For example, if we were to purchase

some hamburg on a space station, we would pay according to its mass and

_not its weight. Its weight Would be zero, if we were out of the gravi-,

tational pull of the planets. Therefore, what most of us mean when we

ask, "How much does it weigh?" is "What is its mass?". Consequently, we

will give the plass of an object when we are asked to find its "weight".

( ,
,

The terms "mass" and "weight" will be interchangeable in everyday usage.

The modernized metric system, called the International System

of Units (SI), uses the kilogram as its basic unit of mass.. '(The Newton

is the basic unit of force.) However, it seems more logical to think of

'the gram'as thb basic unit of weight, since.one Can relate the gram to

the. Orefixes.kilo, hecto and so .on asme did the meter and liter.
-0

Another reason for having the students use the gram as the basic unit

is that the three most widely-used units of weight are the milligram,

gram and kilogram.
\

k

Pan Balance (Balance Beam) and Metric Masses ("Weight's")
. ($2.00 vs. $20.00 for both)

Materials

1. 2 pieces of pegboard 60 cm x cm

.4.5

-+

40



A
4. 2 pfastic margerine tubs or styrofoam cies'

0

Zit., Piece of plywood 30'cm x 15 cm

3. Piece of soft pine 30 cm x 4 cm x 2 cm

String

. 6. A dowel which will fit the holes in the pegboard snugly.

Construction (9, 12, 19, 21, 22)

Attach the piece of soft pine to the plywood by nailing it to
.

.the bottom. Attach the pegboard to the piece of,soft pine so that it

easily tips from side to side as in Figure.14. Use a piece of 'string ,

to tie the margerine tubs to the ends of the pegboards. If it does not

.balance proPerly, make adjustments by sliwing elastic bands up and down

the arms. This pan balance can.also be used.as a balance,beam, merely

by changing' the pegboard arm for one 'similar to the arm in the lower

half of Figure 14. v
a.

Activities 4(1, 2, 6, 12,,13, 18, 22)

A. 1. Have the students compare many objects to one another to,
a.

see which is heavier.. Some Of the objeas that they could use are rocks,
.

tennis ball, golf ball, a pen tin cans, jars, checkers, crayons and so

ci

14.7,4

,2. 'They could use something like beans and find out how many

beans weigh the same as a pen, a crayon or a rock. Thus, ihey could use,

thiiiioii:ilandard unit of a bean to see which ii heavier, this rock or

this tin canrmk

B. 1. Activities in Part A would be appropriate. However, you

could Octerld Activity Al by picking out 5 objects and asking the students

tcLorder 'theffftr4aviest to liahtpst. The authors have found this'

k

4 6
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to be an extremely difficult task. For examplE, if-youtwere asked to

order by weight a rode!' a hockey puck, a lump of clay, a jar and a

quantity of sand, yoiItwoQ1 probably be very surprised with the results.

Weight is very deCiptiveb2cause most people do noeconsider how the lb

weight is distributed.

42. Have the students make some,gram weights by comparing

something 11ike beans, macaroni or,pieces of d iedwood to some standard

masso of 1 5 g, 10 g and so on. One advantage 'of using wood would

be that nails of various weights can be purchased and added tb a piece

.of wood to increase its weight to the appropriate value..

d 3. Have them find the weights of familiar objects using the. ',

weights they constructed. Some interesting objects would be shoes,:a

wallet or purse, books, and so on.

,

C & D. 1, Activities in.Part B are appropriate. 'A nica exte on r'

Of B2 is to have the students collipare the weights of.objects'to.quanti-
\

ties pf water, since 1 Mt of cold water weighs 1 g. Thus, if they cool-
s

pensate for the weight of the water container, then they can find,a very ke,

43

good ipproximation for thei weight of the object by ffnding how many

,milliliters it takes to balance it off.

,

Bathroom Scales
($0 vs. $11.00)

Materials ,

1. Used English bathroom scales

2. Piece of heavy paper' V.

Construction

If you.have an,old English bathroom scale which comes apart

easily, then you can easily convert it to a metric scale by simply using
4' .

1

)
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.thi fact that 2.1 pqunds equals 1 ka. Simply superimpose, the new scale

,you have made over the Old. one.

/Activities.(2, 4, 12, 13, 18)

A. 1. Have'the students weigh themselves, record tfreir heights'

and any other information you may want
)

at the start of the school year.

At the end of the year have them find all.the measurements again and' w

compare the two.
)

0 & C. 1. Activity Al would apply. ,A good extension of this activr

ity would be for t4 0hildrep to'record their monthly or bi-monthly

weights and maike a bar graph illusrating

. ,

2. Students Can, find the weights of hea\der objects 1(ike a
vs

chair, 10 math books, or a desk by.subtracting theirkweigh from the

Weight they obtain by holdtng the chair,and standing on the scale.

3: If the students are not sensitive abqut,their Weight, you

I can have them make bar graphs illustrating the distribution,o'f the "

.(

4 weights of the class by 5 kg intervals. They could also Hind the0aver-
1). ).)

age weight gra student in class. From this, they could compute how

many,students it woul take to make a metric ton:',

)

.
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CHAPTER VI

TEMPERATURE

Temperature measured ih degrees Celsius are 'very easy to remem-

ber and understand. Basically, o need to know the fol4wing:

1). Ater freezes at 0 °C.

2) Normal room temperature is 20 °C.

Normal body temperature is 37 °C.

4) Water boils at 100 °C.

Thus, the co truction of a cardboard CelsiusIthermometer as

shown in Figure'15 woU d p siudeh.V and parents Telate CeTys tem-

peratures to everyday situations.

Demonstration Cardboard Celsius Thermompter
(30t vs. $4.,50)

Materials

1. Strips of dardboai'd 15 cm x 3,0 cm

2.. String

3. ,Red pai4or marker.

A

.Construction (13)

4

Construct a Celsius scale on the cardboard. If you want the

. .

le to go from 100 °Cidown to -40 °C, then startithe scal: 1 cm ulp from f

1

the ottom and end it 1 cm own from the top. Thus, 1 cm will be equi-,

valent t6 10 °C and 1 mm will be 1 °C. Pulure a small hole at the top.

and bottom of the scales': CUt a piece of distring"about 66 cm and paint.

g`v
4.
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a half of'it red. After the paiht dries, place it Ahrough the holg,in

the cardboard and tie it on the back iide:of the cardboard. Your str1n9

.should now move freely up and down.

Activities (6, 13)

A & B. 1. If each child has constructed one, you could have them

4raw a,picture next to'a pavtitular teArature (or cut and paste one

out of a magazine) to indicate what that temperature is like. For

example, they could draw a pictyre qf a boiling teakettle at 100 °C, a

snowflake at 0 °C, Or cut out a picture of a nice-cozy room witK a fire-

4' place and put it at 20 °C.

2 This thermometer can be taken home and the'students can

explain the Celsi0 thermometer to their parents.

3. Since th6 string can be moved,, it ian be used as one

wOuld use flash cards.. As you move 'the string, ask the children to

describe the,kf And of day it is.
i

1/4

Calibrating Celsius ThermomOers from
Fahrenheit Thermometers (Od vs. 40)

. \

The cost of a dozen classroom thermometers is less than five

dollars. Thus,'6 the authors it seems tmpraCtical to convert existing
,o

'Is

,
Fahredheitthermomete s to Celsius thermometers if yoUr purpose is to

a,

get somi\Celsips
I
thermometers. However, if your purpose is for compari-

.

son of th4ros and cons of.the two,lthen Wan be done very easily.

If the Fahrenheit thermometer is attached to a piece of wood or card-
,

board; merely put a piece'of tape 'on one side to list the Celsius tem-

oieratures. You4cou11 use the followiqg formulas to help yotc

9 5
F = C 4. 32 or C = g (F - 32). Anetber would be to mark off

#

20 °C 68 °F and 0
,
C = 32 °F and calibrate the rest from this informa-

52 a
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tion. This would be an ekellent activity for jUnior high and senior

high school spudents. Ftgure 16 shows the two scales'

Calibrating a Celsius Thermometer4om an ,

Unmarked Thermometer OW vs. 400

t:

Materials

1, An unmarked thermometer .

2. Piece of cardboaril or thin piece of vloo4.

Construction (421, 26)

a

*

Place-an unmarked thermometer in freezing water and rark the

mercury level With a piice of tape. Do the same thing with boiling ,

water: Attach your therMometer to a piece of cardboard and mark the

level of the mercury when the water.was freezing 0 °C-and Where it was

at boiling 100 °C. Subdivide the interval into 10.equal lengths and

then eachof those intervals into' 10 equaT lengths: (This construCtion

process is_recommended only for junior high and senior high students.)

Activities (1, 12, t3, 26).

A. 1. Draw a large cardlitard poster with the days of t4le month

listed across, the bottom. 'Drawoa thermometer with a Celsiuls scale above

each day. Have a student read the thermometer at somem6pecified time

each day and color the level of the mercury in for each day. you put

the,weekend and holidays 'on the poster,-the students may find'tqs

orating enough to try to find the temperatures'for-those daysllso that.

they. can put, them on the poster. This should help their'parents 4ecome

aware of the Celsiuls readings.

B. 1. Activity Al would,apply. Some nice extensions of this
-

could lie making a bar graph of the temperatures or finding the average

53
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4

weekil or monthly temperature (for that specificjime of day).
),

2. Place soMe containers ofwater of various temOeratures'

on a'table and hive the students estimate theirlempprattkre. Have them

estimate by using heir fingers agd:someother part of their body,like

on elbow or inside of an arm. Do they think it feels the same or is

one ar;ea more sensitive to temperatures than another?

3. Hive students measure the freezing point of a liter.of

plain water, a liter of,water with 50 g of dissolved salt,,a litermith,

100.g dissolved.salt. Is there any difference?.

9

k

r& D. 1. The construction.process as described above. .

2. Theiactivities in Part B.would apply.
,

I

AC

44,

A

A

G.

^I. .

1
,
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Suggested Levels

& c

.psage

WPM VII

pMES AND AIDS

Metric Flash Cards 44

(50t vs. $6.25)

4

a

These are to be used by one,student, small groups,: or a whole

41
class to review concepts prceviouslytaught In class.

I`

Materials ,

1. Piece of poster paper

,o 2` Felt tip marker

3. Scissors

'Construction (2, 12, 13)

Cut a piece of.poster paper into rettang1es 15 cm by 10 cm.

Devise some short answer questions like the ones described below and put

rrs

\

the aftwereon back. /

(1) Cards,to practice intra-metric conversions for length,

'area or Weight 'could be developed., = cm)

.
(2) Ahother.set of cards could be developed to stress intra-

'metric comparisons. put >, < or = in the follow-

ing: 1 dg 30 g)

(3), Temperature.cards could be made where the student des-

0
51



cribes the kind of day.dt is if the temperature is °C.

",
(4) Manyther idgas Could be reinforced such as estimate

the weight (or length).of 'a set of objects.

Follow the Metric Road:

(750
;

Suggested Levels

8 and C

1J..1..22.

This game is designed for smNll groups (2-6 ) to review previously

, taught concepts.

Materials

Piece of poster paper

n I

52

,2. .Felt tip pen

3. Spinner or die
,

4. 50 card! 8 cm by 4 cmhmade from poster paper

5.c. 2-6 markers

Construction

5.

Design a curved pathway on a piece of poster paper or cardboard.

Make the pathway about 3 cm wide with.50 steps each about 3 cm long.

Also make up a set of at least 50 short answer questions on the metric

sYstem to be put on the 50 cards 8 cm by 4 cm. The answers to each

guestion.should be putlin the lower right hand corner. The questions

.could vary to correspond to the leverand content a teacher wishes to

stress.

57
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Directions

° .

Spin (or roll the die) t see who goes first. The student with

the highest number goes first; the person to his left is seco4 and so

10
on. Now if player A goes first, the player to his le.ftdraws a card -

I

from the,deck and reads the question. If.player A anwers correctly,

then.he\spins (rolls the die) to see how many steps he can:take. He

has the option of taking that.many steps or none at all. For example,

assume player A's question was h16 dm = Mr, and he answers 1.6 M.

Now assufe player A spins a 4. He moves those 4 spaces, and player B

takes his turn.

Further, assume that during the course of the game, player A

is On space 18, answers his question correctly, and spins a 3. There-

. fore, if he takes his. 3 steps he-will'land'on space 21,'which has him

move back 4 sPaces to Space 17. Thus, he may elect not to move at.all.

If player A answers tte question.incorrectly, player B takes his*turn,

and the game continues. In order to win, you must land in space 50 1,

exactly. Variations to the rules can be added. For example, you could

impose a penalty for failure to answer a question, by haiing the person

move back to the first blank space behind him.

Figure 17 iS a sample gaMe.board whi61 emphasizes 'some of the

.
important historical aspects of the' metric system.*

Suggested Levels

A, 8 and C

Usage

This game is

A.14.:..".:*!wastraP~irier!!-41,---'

Metric Concentration'

be played by 2 players or 2,,ttams of 2 players.

0
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Ma teliAls

1. 20 or more cards 8 cm by 4 cm

2. Felt tip marker
(a

Construction
, 5

Cut up 20 or 'bore 6 cm by 4 c cards. Write 2 eguivalent'retric

measures in different ways,on different caOs. For example, one card,

.1

0

might have 200 dm and the other might have 20 cm. You can make them as

difficult as you choose, depending on the level of student using them. .

Directions

Mix the 20 cards up and place them face down betwekIhe 2 play-

ers. Flip a cOINA9 'see 1044lich player'goes first. The first player flips

any 2 cards in the set, and if they match.he keeps them. If they do not

match, the cards are turned.uptide down and player B"flips any 2 he

chooses. The game continues in a similar fashion until all the cards

are gone and the winner is the one wiih the most cards.

"A Friend" Puzzle

Suggested Levels

A and B

Materials

1. A copy for each student of Figurei 18 and 19

2. Crayons nd Oncil
4

4

The.following is a puzzle that was made up by Mrs. Marjorie

Bruner of RFD No..7, Penacook, New Hampshire 03301. This particular

version stresses conversi9ns. between cm and mm. With just a few
/
simple

adaptations, it could be use0 to stress many other concepts. Figures 20

and 21 show the answers to the puzzlein Figures 18 and 19.

61
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Figure 18

A Friend

I

Madorie B uner
(Cantelpury).

Penacook, N.H. 03301

Fill in the blank..spaces with your answers.

5 cm = %

70 mm =

MM

cm

Cm n 150. Rim'

.30 mm = cm

'cm = 140 mm m5= 1 cm

12 cm = mm cm = 11.0 mm

mm = 4 cm '30.cm = MM

MM = '3 cm 60 mm =

20m= 2 mm = 27 cm

CM

cm.= 90 mm 100 mm = cm

I160 mm = cm 20 cm = mm

nm 13 cm .
,.. Ilb cm = mm

cm10 mm =

4

cm mm =

II. Shade in each area on the nexttisheet which contains one of your answers.

; III. Who is he?

62
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Figure 20

A Friend

by

Marjorie Bruner.
R. F.O. 7 (Canterbury)
PenacOok, N.H. 03301

Ot

.eiss"

Fill in the blarikst.spaces-with your answers.

5 cm * 50 mm 15 ., cm = 150 mm

70 mm se
V

7 cm 30 Tm = 3 cm

14 cm = 140.mm 10 nm 1 cm

12 cm = 120 him
11 cm =4110 mm

40 mm n 4 cm 30 cm le' 300 mm

80 mm.= 3 cm

I. 2 cm

9 cm = 90 mm

160 mm = 16 cm

10 mm

60 m 6 em

270 nmn27crm

100 mm = 10 cm

20 cm = 200 mm

13 cm 100 cm = 1000 mm

cm 40 mm = 4 cm

II. Shade in each area on the next sheet wriich contains one of your answrs.

Who is he?
V

SnOopy

6 4

-to

0.4
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a.

Suggested Levels

, Materials-

01. Cd'py of the puzzle for_each student (See Figure 22)

\ 7

e"

Metric Crossword Puzzle

2. Pencil

-owe-

Suggested Levels,

B, C and D

Materials

f

iA Metric Brain Teaser

1. A copy of the brain teaser belOw for each student

2.' Pencil

A Metric Brain Teaser

4,10. 'Write down the year of your birth.

To this number add the number of milliliters

in-a liter.

From this result, subtract the number of

centimeters in'a meter.

Now, tb this number add your a e on your
birthday this year.

4 4

From this-ansWer subtract the number of

grams in a,kilogram.

To this result add the boiling temperature.

of water on the Celsius scale...

Is your answer on dile? .Do.you understand
why this works?

66
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* 1.

Figure 22

METRIC CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Across

basic un.it of length '

44'

* 6. 'weight changes according.to
location but does not

8.. elementdry (abbrev.)

9. a direction-(abbrev.)

*10. used.to measure liquid capacity.

12. not direct current (abbrev.)

*13. metric 'unit for force

*16. 1 000 cm3

*18. angle measure (abbrev.)

*20. prefix for 1 000 000 *

22. education (abbrev.)

*23. country which developed the
Metric System

*24. scale for measuring temperature

*25. centimeter (abbrev.)

* These questions are metric system
oriented. .

Down

1. not you, but

2. electricity (abbrev.)

* 3. the number conversions are'
based on in the metric system

to free from.faults or errors

prefix for 1 000.A

6. MassachUset4 Institute of
Technology.(abbrev.)

7. distress signal (abbreml)

11. not out, but

*12 unit for measuring electric
current

14. season of the year

*15: prefi\for 10

17. paSt te e of run

19. five. equals eleven

* 5.

_

20.

*21.

23.

Maine (abbrev.)

a unit of mass (weight),
4

French Foreign ion (abbrev.)

4



lntra-Metric Conversion Chart

Suggestech.eiels, 0

B, C:andp

,Usage

%

The chart is' designed to help those students.

having problems

doing.intra-metric conversionS.:

Materials ,

1. The Intra-Metrtc. Converston Chart in Figure 23

. A
A

- Directions

.The Singular Conve sion section is to be und if the students

ate doing conversions primarily involvin a length (meters), fluid'capac-

ity (litere), and weight (grams). For example, assume a student has the

.
problem o'f Chan.ling 4.34kg tdt grams. Here the gram is used as the base,

unit and not' the kg. Thus, start at the "k " space and count 3 placott'

.

to the.right to get to the gram spot. Therefore, in the problem move 0

the decimal point 3 places to the right also, since every movement to

the right is equivalent to multiplAg by 10. Similarly, if you had

23 cm and wanted to change it to dm, move one place to the left. This

is equivalent to dividing by 10. ,Thus,,23 cm = 2.3 dm.

The Two Dimensional section is designed to remifd studenis that
e-

...every step to the right is equi;atent to!multiplying by 100-and tb the

- left is equivalent to dividing,6y 100. That ts why 2.boXes appear over

1.
.

- .

)

each'abbreviation reminding thestudent to.multiply andfdivide by 100.

For example, assume, you want to change 34.2 m
2
to,mm

2
. Youmove 3 places

. to.the right, but ;each move is moving the dectm6oilit:2 places. 'Thus,

1

- \,

....:
....

f' t .,

f°4466,66.6awsweavOgr6..."-__

(

k r

A
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iMTRA-METRIC CONVERSION CHART

SINGULAR' CONVERSIONS

MiljsER, LITER, GRAM ETC.

Base U,ni t

TWn DIMEN§IONAL CONVERSIONS
AREA

2

, THREE 'DIMENSIONAL CONVERSIONS
VOLUME (DRY MEASURE)

MEM

OP; 4

da3rn
3

cm

61
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/I

you moie Vie decii41 point 6 laces and 34.2 m2 :134 200 0001elmm2.

The Three Dimensional sgtcion was.designed with 3'boxes above

each abbreviation to remind the students that each move is'equivalent

to multiplying or dividing by 1 000.

, A Metric Certificate

Su9gested Level's

A, B, C and b

Makelals 4

1

1. Copy of a metric certificate for each student. (Figure, 24)

A Metric Certificate is a good way 'to end a unit on the)metric

system. You could have the students go on a metric treasure hunt and

have the treasure be a ceiptificate and an apple. YOU could give.out.

certificates 'similar to the one that Milows, if you organized a metric

field day. Here the certificate would betfor winning or just partici-

pating-tri various evgits.

Aly

0

7i

A

A

.64
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a.

f

Ffgure 24

*

65

or
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METRIC CERTIFICATE

THIS IS TO CORTTFY THAT

I.

4

has completed successfully, the course entitled. Measurement nnd

the Metric System. This means that the above con hold any

position which calls for a motrified (not to be confused with,

petrified) person.

ATTESTED TO *BY:

.11

on

f
. . .t. . I
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